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INTRODUCTION

This document provides a framework for use by degree programmes that are applying for
certification as part the new NCSC Certified Master’s Degrees specification based on the
Cyber Security Body of Knowledge (CyBOK). The framework is based on the NCSC certification
requirements (as noted in the call for certified degrees document) and CyBOK’s knowledge
areas. The framework is aimed as a guideline for higher education institutions regarding their
applications towards offering a NCSC Certified Master’s programme.

The framework should, therefore, not be treated as a definitive mechanism or a guarantee for
a successful certification. It provides a step-by-step mechanism for applicants undertaking
the mapping of their programmes to the certification requirements. Applicants are best placed
to decide on the final mappings and the certification panel’s decisions are based on broader
criteria than those covered in this mapping framework.

For the sake of brevity, the following acronyms are used to refer to the Knowledge Areas:
Knowledge areas are shown in red. The acronyms are expanded below:

Acronym Knowledge Area

AAA Authentication, Authorisation & Accountability
AB Adversarial Behaviours
AC Applied Cryptography
C Cryptography
CI CyBOK Introduction
CPS Cyber-Physical Systems Security
DSS Distributed Systems Security
F Forensics
FMS Formal Methods for Security
HF Human Factors
HS Hardware Security
LR Law & Regulation
MAT Malware & Attack Technology
NS Network Security
OSV Operating Systems & Virtualisation
PLT Physical Layer & Telecommunications Security
POR Privacy & Online Rights
RMG Risk Management & Governance
SOIM Security Operations & Incident Management
SS Software Security
SSL Secure Software Lifecycle
WAM Web & Mobile Security
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1 PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT

The purpose of this document is to support applicants in mapping the contents of particular
coursemodules or teaching units on to the NCSC certification requirements with a specific aim
to complete Table 3.3 in the certification application. The document provides a step-by-step
process complemented by additional resources to utilise in each step. Several examples have
been developed to illustrate themapping process. It also illustrates themapping process using
various exemplar modules, sources of modules are provided at the end of document. Mapping
examples have been taken from reputed Universities around the world and are available on
the CyBOK website. At the end of document source URL’s of the exemplar modules have also
been provided.
To help explain the mapping process, this document draws upon the following materials:

1. An alphabetical version of theCyBOK’s knowledge areas indicativematerial fromNCSC
certification document.

2. CyBOK Mapping Reference 1.3.

3. CyBOK Knowledge Trees; and

4. Tabular representation of CyBOK’s broad categories, knowledge areas and their de-
scriptions.

Note :- All the documents can be downloaded as a single zip file from the website as well as
individually.

2 CYBOK MAPPING STRUCTURE GUIDE

The following materials are provided to support the mapping process.

2.1 An alphabetical version of the CyBOK’s knowledge areas indicative
material from the NCSC certification document

It is a matrix representation of indicative materials in an alphabetical manner from NCSC
certification document.

2.2 CyBOK Mapping Reference 1.3

Reference guide as to where common cyber security terms exist within CyBOK. We’ve taken
more than 8000 common cyber security terms and shown in which CyBOK knowledge areas
they might be found.
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Figure 1: An alphabetical version of the CyBOK’s Knowledge Areas Indicative Material

Figure 2: CyBOK Mapping Reference 1.3

2.3 CyBOK Knowledge Trees

CyBOK Knowledge Trees are flowchart like tree structure where the root node denotes a
CyBOK Knowledge area, each internal node denotes a topic with its sub-nodes representing
more specific sub-topics.

2.4 Tabular representation of CyBOK’s broad categories, knowledge areas
and their description

It is a matrix representation of CyBOK’s broad categories, knowledge areas along with their
description. It will give you a basic idea about which knowledge area falls in which category
and describes the core elements of each CyBOK knowledge area.
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Figure 3: CyBOK Knowledge Tree

Figure 4: Tabular representation of CyBOK’s Broad Categories, Knowledge Areas and their
description

3 PROCESS OF THE MAPPING

The mapping process constitutes three phases:

3.1 Formation Phase:

List the most specific keyword or a set of keywords associated with the given module. Don’t
worry about redundancy of the keywords. The objective is to find out the largest possible list.
Your list may contain a single word or short phrase or a set of specific keywords. Highlight
those keywords or a set of keywords which you have identified.
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Figure 5: Phases of Mapping Process

3.2 Connecting Phase:

Searching for those highlighted keywords or a set of keywords using the resources in the
“CyBOK Mapping Structure Guide”. This phase is comprised of 5 steps (Steps A to E).

Step A: – Mapping with an alphabetical version of the CyBOK’s knowledge areas
indicative material from NCSC’s certification document: –
Start your search with this document. If your Highlighted/Underlined keywords or a set of
keywords are found in this part, then record these in the table (provided as an appendix to
this document) and move on to the next keywords or a set of keywords. Repeat the process
until the last keywords or a set of keywords. (Move to step B)

Step B: – Mapping with CyBOK Mapping Reference 1.3: –
Continue your search with this document. If your remaining (Not Found) keywords or a set of
keywords are found in this part, then record these in the table (provided as an appendix to
this document) and move on to the next keywords or a set of keywords. Repeat the process
until the last keywords or a set of keywords. (Move to step C)

Step C: – Complete the missing topics from CyBOK Knowledge Trees for all the
recorded keywords or a set of keywords found through CyBOK Mapping reference 1.3: –
Searching topics from CyBOK Knowledge Trees for all the recorded keywords or a set of key-
words found through CyBOK Mapping reference 1.3 as it provides relevant CyBOK knowledge
areas but not the topic, therefore, CyBOK Knowledge Trees are used. (Move to step D)

Step D:– Mapping with CyBOK Knowledge Trees: –
Continue your search with this document. If your remaining (Not Found) keywords or a set of
keywords are found in this part, then record these in the table (provided as an appendix to
this document) and move on to the next keywords or a set of keywords. Repeat the process
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Figure 6: Steps A to E in Connecting Phase

until the last keywords or a set of keywords. (Move to step E)

Step E:– Complete final missing keywords using the Tabular representation of Cy-
BOK broad Categories, knowledge areas and their description: –
If the keywords or a set of keywords are not found in any of the materials provided to support
the mapping process then identify the most relevant knowledge area using this document
and then record the relevant knowledge areas.

3.3 Finalising Phase:

In this phase the results are transferred from the working table to the Table 4.3 required as
part of the application for NCSC certification.
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4 APPENDICES

Table 1 – if keywords found in an alphabetical version of the CyBOK’s knowledge areas
indicative material (From NCSC Certificate Document)

S.No. Broad
Category KA Topic Indicative Material /Keyword or a

Set of Keywords

Mapping with an
alphabetical version

of the CyBOK’s
knowledge areas
indicative material

Table 2 – If keywords found in CyBOK Mapping Reference 1. 3

S.No. Broad Category KA
Indicative Material
/Keyword or a Set of

Keywords

Mapping with CyBOK Mapping
Reference 1.3

Table 3 – Complete the missing topics from CyBOK Knowledge Trees for all the recorded
keyword or a set of keywords found through CyBOK Mapping reference 1.3

S.No. Broad
Category KA Topic Indicative Material /Keyword or a

Set of Keywords

Complete the
missing topics from
CyBOK Knowledge

Trees

Table 4 – If keywords found in CyBOK Knowledge Trees

S.No. Broad
Category KA Topic Indicative Material /Keyword or a

Set of Keywords
Mapping with CyBOK
Knowledge Trees

Table 5 – If keywords found in Tabular representation of CyBOK’s broad categories,
knowledge areas and their description

S.No. Broad
Category KA Topic Indicative Material /Keyword or a

Set of Keywords

Searching in Tabular
representation of
CyBOK’s Broad
Categories,

Knowledge Areas

Note :- Tables are available as Excel, Word and as Pdf format.
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